North Central 4-H Fashion Revue Competition
Entry form must be accompanied with a full-length photo of garment(s) on the 4-H’er that is
entering the 4-H Fashion Revue Competition or a copy of the pattern used. Email or mail
submission is acceptable with photo or copy of pattern used included.
Name ______________________________________ Age as of January 1, 2019_____
Address_______________________________________________________________
Email address_____________________________ Phone Number_________________
County__________________ Pattern Company and Number____________________
Will you be participating in: 4-H Entertains Yes or No and/or 4-H Presentation Yes or No
Please include below a 6-8 sentence description about your garment (type of garment, colors,
fabric type, special features, style, etc.), what you learned and enjoyed about making this
garment, and a little about yourself (years in 4-H, hobbies, school, etc.). This will be used in the
script for the afternoon program, so please complete and do a thoughtful job! Your description
will be shorten to 8 sentences if you go over.
Example: Hannah Smith is thirteen years old and is from Yadkin County. She has been in 4-H
for five years and has been sewing for three years. Hannah is modeling a summer dress that is
yellow with a pink flower fabric that is made from a poly cotton blend. Special features of this
dress include a flared skirt and zipper in the back for a closure. Hannah learned how to use a
zig zag stich to finish her seams. Her hobbies include reading, competing in swimming
competitions, and being with her friends and family.

This description may be neatly hand written on this page, typed onto this document, or attached
to submission on a separate piece of paper.
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